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ABSTRACT 
Looking ahead, in about 20 years, there is likely to be urban air 
mobility in larger cities across the globe. If economic predictions 
come true, thousands of air taxi flights will take place daily in 
capital cities – not only in megacities. Noise generated by urban 
flight mobility has been identified as a critical factor in this 
development. A concept is proposed to help raise the tolerance 
level for urban air noise among communities as well as of 
individual residents by means of transparency. This concept 
views residents as stakeholders in urban air mobility and widens 
the call for continuous noise measurements of vertical take-off 
and landing operations on individual site basis [1] by residents 
voluntary on-site data collection enabled by smartphone-based 
participatory noise sensing (PNS). In the presentation of this 
concept, this discussion paper describes important aspects of 
social acceptance of urban air mobility.   
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1 Introduction 
Looking ahead, in about 20 years, there is likely to be urban air 
mobility (UAM) in larger cities across the globe. Air taxis will 
serve individual on-demand transportation needs. They will also 
connect important transportation nodes, for instance the city 
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center with the airport, and will provide fast journeys between 
train stations or across rivers and lakes. They are envisaged to 
operate around-the-clock. Droneports (also called Vertiports or 
Skyports) will develop at various points in the city, allowing 
easy access, transfer to other modes of transportation, and 
technical support such as battery charging and maintenance for 
air taxis. This, together with existing no-fly zones due to safety 
restrictions, will lead to the development of certain routes above 
the city. A typical approach for aviation administrations is to 
bundle such routes in corridors to keep drone traffic separated 
from other airspace users (for a recent example see [2]). Working 
or living under or near such corridor will overly expose citizens 
to air taxi noise emissions and could become a limiting factor for 
urban air mobility. This discussion paper argues that citizens 
have to be viewed as stakeholders in urban air transportation, 
regardless of whether they intend to use it or not, and that a 
concept of resident PNS will be beneficial to UAM. Web-based 
services and smartphones allow the current state of information 
to be easily accessed and updated, thus enabling them to be used 
to foster urban air mobility. 

2 Noise Concerns 
Organizing UAM in a manner that is similar to today’s 
commercial air traffic, i.e. using certain corridors (or tubes, see 
[3]), is meant to guarantee safe operations and keep different 
kinds of air traffic apart from each other. However, in doing so 
the noise problem will not only exist in the vicinity of 
droneports, where vehicles take off and land, but also for citizens 
living or working below these corridors, which are projected to 
be at an altitude between 500 and 1500 feet. “One potential 
outcome of scaled-up drone operations is an increase in urban 
noise volume exceedances above legal or desired limits” [4]. An 
expected decrease in quality of life and/or real estate values due 
to urban air mobility can lead to lawsuits and/or restrictions. 
Strong public opposition could finally become a show-stopper 
for urban air mobility, at least in western megacities, which is 
also the reason why the aviation industry sees “involving 
community engagement now vitally important” [5]. 

Among all sources of environmental noise, research has 
shown that the noise generated from aviation is the most 
annoying [6]. Own research has shown that, among all concerns, 
those relating to noise are the strongest predictor of acceptance 
of civil drones: people who are concerned about noise show least 
acceptance. Furthermore the usage of air taxis finds only little 
acceptance among the public. In a representative study in 
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Germany, 85% of the respondents in a telephone survey 
indicated they would not use air taxis [7]. Even among those 
who would consider using UAM, their acceptance is likely to 
vanish when air taxis are flying above their house or workplace. 

Annoyance can be seen as a multidimensional construct 
comprising three elements: firstly the experience of repeated 
noise-related disturbance as well as the behavioral response to 
cope with it, secondly the emotional/attitudinal response to the 
sound and its disturbing impact, and lastly the perceived lack of 
capacity to cope with the noise [8]. The coping style can be 
either problem-oriented or emotion-oriented, whereas the 
problem-oriented coping is more proactive and the latter more 
reactive in nature.  

Communities can differ in their tolerance to noise. The 
community noise tolerance level (CTL) is described as the noise 
level at which half of the population reports being “highly 
annoyed” and is measured using a standard set of questions. 
Research has found that the same objective noise level measured 
in dB can lead to different CTLs at different locations. In addition 
to personal, situational, and cultural influences, the rate of 
abrupt change in noise levels during recent years has been 
identified as factor that influences the community noise level, 
with airports that have a high rate of change leading to higher 
annoyance levels than airports with a low rate of change [9].  

Most of the findings on aviation noise relate to classic air 
traffic, to jet aircraft, and airports, so they have to be downscaled 
when applied to UAM. The industry seems confident in the 
potential to produce low-noise vehicles [1]. However, with 24/7 
operation envisaged, with predicted airspeeds exceeding 100 
mph, and with the basic physical fact that when air meets a 
structure it produces sound (true for propellers as well for the 
cabin), the noise problem will be persistent with UAM. Not only 
that UAM noise will be an additional factor to other 
environmental noise sources such as road, rail, aviation, and 
industry; It will “come on top” for all citizens living or working 
on higher floors in the tall buildings of our urban canyons. 

3 Participatory noise sensing 
Noise mapping using smartphones allows citizens to actively 
engage and contribute data of personal relevance [10]. Real-time 
measurements with mobile applications represent the 
individual’s perception of noise. Using individual smartphones 
for sensing might face calibration issues, however, every new 
generation of devices outperforms its predecessors. Noise 
mapping using smartphones has made large advances in recent 
years. Applications available today enable residents to submit 
noise data and to provide additional information directly from 
their smartphone [11]. When proposing a concept of citizen PNS, 
Guillaume and colleagues [12] list more than ten different 
smartphone tools for noise mapping. An in-depth description of 
“NoiseCapture,” an open-science crowdsourcing application for 
producing community noise maps is provided by Picaut et al. 
[13]. NoiseCapture [14] is a smartphone application that is freely 
available and was developed in the framework of a research 
network partially funded by the European Community. The 
application is dedicated to the android platform and has been in 

use since August 2017. Using such a tool, residents can 
contribute to noise mapping with data specifically relevant to 
them while still maintaining user anonymity. 

4 Proposed urban air mobility management 
An urban air traffic management (ATM) system is installed at 
the city level for public governance and tracks all flights in urban 
airspace. For noise monitoring, the system calculates flight 
noise-profiles either by using emission characteristics from a 
repository of all air-taxi models and combining it with relevant 
data on current weather conditions (e.g. wind, cloud base, 
humidity) or by using real-time measurements provided by 
stationary devices or mobile applications. Onsite measurements 
are superior to other methods as they are closest to the true 
noise perceived by the citizen. Artificially calculated measures 
can never include all relevant data and are likely to 
underestimate the true noise values. Measurement data from 
unsupervised stations or data harvested by volunteers will 
undergo sound spectrum analysis to be checked for outliers and 
faithfulness before being included in the database. Combining 
UAM traffic data with incoming noise measurement files using 
timestamps and/or geopositioning data will allow UAM noise to 
be distinguished from other environmental noise sources when 
necessary. 

Noise profiles will be generated and analyzed under public 
control. The data will be stored geographically like footprints or 
“noise tracks” on regional maps. Track colors represent noise 
intensity at ground level, with track density showing the 
frequency of flights at a given location. This map is constantly 
updated at weekly intervals and provides the ongoing base for 
the calculation of noise impact. It is accessible for the public.   

Whenever possible, the urban air traffic management system 
is able to adjust requested flight patterns so that the noise-
burden is shared in an objective and transparent manner. For 
instance within a dynamic skylane network, altitudes could be 
adjusted or the lateral route of flight can be adapted based on 
prior noise load at a given location.  

5 Conclusions 
Air mobility will come to our cities within the next decades. It 
will come as an additional platform in urban mobility and it will 
be an additional source of environmental noise for citizens. It 
will receive extra public attention because it will be used only by 
few people, but it will produce elevated noise volumes for many. 
One way to support the successful introduction of UAM is to 
invite residents to actively participate in noise sensing by using 
smartphone applications. Such application should be available at 
no cost for the user and for all platforms. It could be even more 
successful if additional smart city functions were offered, such as 
linking with other transport systems, public services, or an 
option to request a temporary flight ban over a certain location, 
e.g. when there is a neighborhood festivity.  

Making reference to individual noise loads, as proposed in 
this concept, would support the onset of UAM while 
safeguarding the wellbeing of citizens. The less noisy urban air 



 

taxi operation turns out to be for the residents, the more 
successful its introduction can be – at little extra cost. 
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